
Over the next few months the CPGA Golf Professionals at Storey Creek will be helping you improve your 
golf technique with a series of instruction articles targeting different parts of your game. We hope you 

enjoy your golf more than ever this year! 

Coming out of Hibernation 

As we awake from hibernation and venture back out on to the fairways it’s a good idea to 
leave behind the high expectations we carried with us back in the fall. After a long season 
of high temperatures, firm fairways and fast greens, there has been a little precipitation 
since, leaving wet fairways, with little or no roll and slower greens. 

Here’s a checklist for the golfer that wants to get back at it in record time! 

Visit www.mytpi.com and become acquainted with the old and noble art of stretttttching. If you 
haven’t been moving as much through the winter, and if your movements haven’t included rotation, 
then the Titleist Performance Institute will help you fix that. You’ll recognize the experts from their 
Golf Channel shows where they offer the latest expertise in stretch and strength movements 
specifically for golfers. If you are worried you may not have the willpower to see this through, go to 
your nearest yoga studio and sign up for an unlimited monthly pass. I don’t think there is anything 
better a golfer can do than yoga to improve their range of motion, core strength, balance and focus. 

Visit the Storey Creek Driving Range. Purchase a pass, save lots of money. Take some practice swings. 
Hit some shots. Change club, change target and hit some more shots. Change club every five balls. Hit 
short shots. Chip to the practice greens. Splash sand shots. Putt long and short, over and over. Work 
out the wrinkles. 

If the wrinkles remain, visit your CPGA Golf Pro for a lesson or a short series of lessons. It’s better to 
get rid of the problem before you hit several hundred balls and groove it! 

http://www.mytpi.com


Now that you’re in the swing of things again, it’s time to look at your equipment. The Pro’s at Storey 
Creek will be offering Demo Days and Custom Fitting Days throughout the Spring. Take advantage of 
this by taking your clubs along and see if they are the correct length, lie, loft, head type, offset, weight, 
shaft flex and type, grip size, type and condition for you. Compare them with new equipment and see 
if there truly is a difference. Adjustments to your own equipment seldom cost too much, and if you’re 
thinking of replacing your clubs, online sales of golf clubs are easy to do. 

Swing-wise everybody is different as they take up the challenge again. I see a lot of golfers struggle to 
regain their rhythm. I see arms swinging a lot faster than the lower body. I see poor balance (often as 
a result of the arms and body not working in sync). I see (and experience) a loss of feel. Judging 
distances takes time to perfect from the fairway and on the greens. I see poor set up positions 
rendering the chances of a great shot highly unlikely. Patience is needed at this time of year. The ball 
isn’t flying as far as it will soon. It’s not rolling as far either. Get your reps in and you’ll see your game 
come back. 

Good Luck! Check back next week for more great tips from the CPGA Pro’s at 
Storey Creek and for Private or Group instruction call the Pro Shop at 
250.923.3673 or visit www.storeycreek.bc.ca 
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